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ABSTRACT

RAILROADS AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE MIDWEST:

BATTLE CREEK AS A CASE STUDY

BY

Kyungsik Shim

In 1828, America was introduced to a new form of

transportation with the opening of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad. The whole nation then entered into a stage of

railroad building which lasted until the turn of the century.

Historically, scholars argued that railroads were

indispensable systems for the development of the local

economy. However, recent arguments have suggested that the

role of railroads was more beneficial to the Eastern

capitalists than to the economic development of the region.

This paper is an attempt to study the impact of railroads

based on these new interpretations. The relationship between

Battle Creek, Michigan and the Michigan Central Railroad from

1830 to 1880 was examined from the western, local perspective.

The results of this study show that the development of the

railroad was of relatively little benefit to the development

of the local economy compared to its benefits for the Eastern

capitalists.
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I. Introduction

In the 1850's, America experienced a sustained period of

prosperity. Together with the opening and settlement of

western lands, the rapid growth of the transportation system

encouraged nation-wide development. The West increased the

nation's material wealth directly because of the discovery and

exploitation of its abundant natural resources. Also, the

continued expansion of settlement in the West generated a

sustained. upward spiral of investment and income. 'The

accelerated growth of income and investment in the West

increased the demand there for eastern commodities,

principally manufactured items. This induced a further round

of investment and income growth in the older, more

industrialized states.1

In addition, the expanding internal improvements ofthe

nation.-- canals, river steamboats and, most.of all, railroads

-- accelerated a regional division of labor. The mid-Atlantic

and New England states satisfied most of the manufacturing and

commercial needs of the nation. In the Midwest states along

the Great Lakes and Mississippi Valleys supplied surplus food

for the South and the urban areas of the Northwest by taking
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an advantage of the water transportation. The southern

states, with their cotton, provided the bulk of American

exports.3 In each of the years between 1850-1857, federal

income was larger than its expenditures, with annual surpluses

running from one to five million dollars.’

The role of railroads in American economic development

is hard to underestimate. Access by rail encouraged mass

migration to the west of the Alleghanies during the mid

nineteenth century as well as accelerated the industrial

development of America.‘ Walter Rostow goes so far as to

argue that railroads triggered the American "take-off" into

"self-sustained growth" and the quantity of manufactured goods

consumed by railroads led on to the development modern coal,

iron, and engineering industries.6

There have been some scholars who argued that railroads

did not contributed to the social savings compare to the canal

system . ° Yet, more scholars insisted that railroads improved

social savings and emphasized on the benefits of railroad.7

Kroose advocated railroads as "the principal single

determinant of the levels of investment, national income, and

employment in the nineteenth century".8 Bolino, argued that

railroads provided a transportation service which was

essential to the development of capitalism in America.° The

public, as a result, had been led to believe the almost

mythological premise that the local economy of a town, as well

as the national economy, owed all its development to
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railroads. It might be true that we are indebted to railroads

for our economic growth, especially during the nineteenth

century. The first major transportation in the ground,

railroads, indeed, contributed to accelerate the economic

growth. A town, like Battle Creek would never have been

developed as much as in has been without the arrival of

railroads.

Nevertheless, several questions still remain. The

character of railroad building in the west differed from that

of the east. Most of railroads in the west were built and

aided by non-western capital and management while those in the

east was completed by the internal capital and management.

Accepting the fact that railroads contributed to the

development of local towns of the west, we should question

what was the main intention of railroad companies, whose major

financiers were easterners. What was the major reason for

these easterners to build railroads out in the west? Was it

a patriotic attempt to develop the nation with government

encouragement? Was it the nature of Americans, combining with

the frontier spirit to develop the wilderness? Or, were

eastern capitalists primarily concerned with economic

benefits? Who really benefited the most from the arrival of

the railroads in the west: the local people and the local

economy or eastern capitalists? What was the major standard

to decide the route for railroads? Were railroad tracks built

in the area convenient for the local residents or for someone



else?

To understand the role of railroads in economic

development, it is important to examine these questions.

They will not only guide us to understand the procedure of

railroad development in the west but also direct us the

economic relationship between the west and the east during the

frontier period. To answer the questions, I will outline,

first, the general history of the development of railroads.

Second, I will study which people benefited by the development

railroads.

To review these subjects, I chose the relationship

between Battle Creek and its railroads between 1830-1880.

There are several reasons to choose Battle Creek for a case

study. First, Battle Creek.was a typical frontier town of the

nineteenth century in the Territory of Michigan.9 There were

several towns in Michigan which already had a good size of

population, such as Detroit and Lansing, even before the

arrival of railroads. For example, Detroit, as a port city

in the Great Lakes system had 2,222 citizens in 1830, before

the arrival of the railroad.10 However, it was not until

railroads came that Battle Creek, like most villages in

Michigan of the time as well as other western states, became

a town. Second, Battle Creek lies at the mid-point between

Detroit and Chicago, the basic and the most important

transportation route for the State of Michigan. No

transportation was possible between Chicago and Detroit, at
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least by the ground transportation, without passing through

Battle Creek. Thirdly, Battle Creek witnessed a transition

of the road-ownership from the state government to the private

sector. As in many other villages in the west, the railroad

in Battle Creek started to be built by the state government

but soon sold to the private company - the eastern interests.

Two other reasons make the period of 1830-1880

particularly interesting for this study. First, in 1830, the

first railway charter in the state was issued, starting the

construction of the railroad to run through Battle Creek.

Since the beginning of the construction, the ownership for the

road from Detroit to Chicago, was changed three times. In

1846, soon after the road was built through Battle Creek, the

ownership of the road was transferred from the state

government to the Michigan Central and again to the New York

Central in 1877.

Also, this is a period when internal improvement for

transportation was mainly focused on railroads.“‘ Until 1830,

the transportation was clustered mainly with canal along with

several turnpikes. By 1880, work was already underway to

construct highways and railroads' function as a fundamental

means of transportation had begun to decay. Thus the period

of 1830-1880, which includes the ownership by state government

and the Michigan Central, was set for when the railroad was

a. major transportational system for the people of Battle

Creek.



II. The History of the Development of Railroads

A. Railroads of the United States

The first railroad service for the public was introduced

by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, incorporated in 1827, and

started on Independence Day, 1828. From that time, railroads

became a symbol of prosperity. Everyone wanted more railroads.

In fact, as long as population and agricultural production

remained centered largely in the seaboard states, pressure for

railway system and connection was not great. However, as the

rapid settlement of the frontier continued and when the West

began sending agricultural products to eastward and importing

manufactured products in exchange, the demand for cheap and

expeditious through shipment by rail over long distance became

irresistible.12

Railroads had many advantages, compared to canals, river

steamboats, and any other type of contemporary means of

transportation. Most important is that most Americans were

farmers in the first two-third of the nineteenth century.

Eighty percent of the population was living in rural areas.

Where they were not located to canals or navigable rivers,
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they were naturally more eager for a railroad.13

One of advantages of railroads is that railroads reduced

the time and distance required for travel. Travel distance

between two given points was typically shorter since the

railroad provided the most direct route. Travel time by rail

between two given cities was much shorter because it saved

travelers from transferring to different modes of

transportation, such as from the boat to the carriage. A trip

from New York to Chicago, which usually took more than three

weeks through use of the Erie Canal and the Great Lakes, now

took less than three days. Moreover, railroads also could

provide better service than steamboats by reducing the number

of sequences of boarding and unboarding and by arranging for

forwarding and trans-shipping freight.

Second, railroads had more reliability and flexibility.

They were affected less by weather. Canals and rivers were in

service for only limited times during the year, Travel was

prevented by thunderstorms in summer and by frozen lakes and

rivers in winter. Now, with railroads, people could enjoy more

reliable service all year round under most weather conditions.

Railroads also provided more flexibility in the volume of

passengers and freight. Within limits, trains can always have

cars added or taken off to fit more nearly the available

traffic on a particular day or at a given station. The biggest

advantage of railroads, however, was their adaptability in

geographical condition. Whereas steamboat needed rivers or
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canals, railroads had the ability to enlarge their area of

service by building new lines and branches to almost every

region of the nation.

Third, even though accidents were common on both rail and

river in the early years, by the 1850's rail travel was

probably considered safer by the general public. In fact,

railway accidents tended to be more frequent, but the loss of

life generally was less than that by steamboat. For example,

in 1850, 227 people were killed in railroad accidents, while

359 were killed in steamboat accidents.

Forth, unlike river traffic, railroads in the early

stages, had almost a monopoly in the immediate market area,

with no competition from other railroads or steamboats. As a

result, the railroad could quickly set up and maintain regular

schedules and separate passenger and freight services. This

means that rail service, both passenger and freight, avoided

the delays which were so common on the river. From the

investor's point of view, the fact that railroads had at the

very least such a short term monopoly on business was the most

attractive factor for them to get involved.

It is true that railroad construction and management were

not always easy. There were many difficulties in railroad

construction during the early stages. Settlers living close

to waterways did not see the necessity of building railroads

as a means of transportation. The construction of railroads

always created the financial crisis of in the state. During
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the nineteenth century, railroads, as well as canals, usually

cost a great deal more than the constructors predicted. The

railroad was such a recent development that there was little

experience on technical matters. There was a shortage of

trained railroad engineers, or even of experienced civil

engineers. Although many Scottish and English engineers were

hired to supervise the construction of American lines, there

simply were not enough of them. As a result, many of the

Midwest's "engineers" were merely men who had picked up some

know-how while working in a subordinate capacity on some

eastern railroad. A majority of the first railroad promoters

were amateurs and, unfortunately, promoting and constructing

a railroad was an intricate proposition. With all these

difficulties, railroad construction became increasingly

expensive due to an inadequate supply of skills, knowledge,

and capital.“

Difficulties in railroad construction, however, was never

great enough to stop people from wanting one in their town.

Also, government encouraged the construction of railroads as

a means of westward expansion. From 1846 to 1880, a total

mileage of railroads in the United States increased 19 times

and that of Michigan increased 16.5 times;16 Table 1 shows

the progress in the railroad construction.

In their early years, many railroads, like canals, relied

on financial aid from state and local government, in both

subsidies and direct and indirect aid. Local subsidies were



Table 1.

Year

1835 a.

1840

1846 b.

1850

1855

1860

1865

1870

1875

1880 c.

* Western States: Ohio,

10

Statement of the Mileage of Railroads in the U.S.

1835-1880

Milaage of Railroaga

Federal Western* Michigan

1,098 -- ** --

2,818 80 ** 50

4,930 419 238

9,021 1,276 342

18,374 4,567 444

30,635 11,064 779

35,085 12,847 941

52,898 23,540 1,638

74,568 35,847 3,391

93,671 52,588 3,931

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas,

Nebraska, Missouri, Wyoming Territory, Utah,

Dakota, Colorado, Indian Territory.

** Western States except Dakota and Indian Territory

Sources: a. Slason Thompson, Growth of American Railways,

3911292 Statj sgjgs g: aha Q,§,A, (1933)

pp xvi-xvii.

c. Poor, Manaal (1881), pp.lxxviii-lxxix.

b. Poor, Manual (1876),p
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given in the form of donations of money, bonds, and lands.

Local government endorsed the bonds of railroad companies and

for railroad shares. State subsidies were mostly given in the

form of credit. States guaranteed city bonds, issued to help

build railroads. State subsidies also had direct

appropriations to pay the expense of surveys, interest

payments on railroad bonds, surrendered claims, and grants of

land. During the first half of the nineteenth century, towns,

cities, and states advanced additional funds to help support

new construction. In 1838, State debt totaled nearly

$43,000.00, attributed to railroads.“ However, after the

depression. of late 1830's and. early 1840's, 'many state

constitutions, including Michigan's, were amended to prohibit

the use of state funds to finance railroads or canals.17

The federal government also engaged in an active role in

railroad construction as a part of the program of internal

improvements. The example of Great Britain encouraged

Americans to promote economic growth by improving internal

transportation.18 The support from the federal government was

more essential to western states than eastern states. In

eastern states, railroads were primarily built by the private

interests. In the mid nineteenth century, eastern state

already had both a concept of railroad as a business

investment and individuals with the capital to practice it.

Therefore, the construction of railroad did not rely on the

government budget-either state or federal- but on private
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capital. However, for western states, who had neither state

budget nor private capital enough to construct desired

railroads, aid from the federal government was very crucial.

The attempts of the federal government to encourage

railroad construction were planned and performed as a part of

a program of the internal improvement, during the first half

of the nineteenth century. Under the Administration of John

Quincy Adams (1825-1829) , the government attention on internal

improvement started to improve. Important bills were passed

and an annual average of $702,000 was expended. by the

9 Several western statesgovernment on internal improvements.1

received grants of public land to aid specific projects: Ohio

for the construction of a turnpike from Columbus to Sandusky:

Illinois for a canal from the Illinois River to lake Michigan:

Indiana for a canal from the Wabash River to Lake Erie, and

a road from Lake Michigan to the Ohio River.

When Andrew Jackson came to the Office in 1829, he

insisted .on an even more extended program of internal

improvements. Out of all forms of federal aid for internal

improvement, most Americans were eager for railroadsfi20 The

federal government's aids in railroad construction started

with tax exemptions upon imported railroad iron in 1830. From

1832 to 1842, railroads enjoyed a complete exemption from all

federal taxes. Under this program, railroads profits reached

nearly $6,000,000 until 1843 when the system was abolished.21
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The federal government kept encouraging railroad

construction. With a great enthusiasm on railroads in the

west as a necessary mean to accelerate the internal

improvement of the nation, the government was willing to help

railroad construction, especially with something that already

existed in abundance: federal land. In 1835, Congress granted

certain railroads rights of way through public land. On

September 20, 1850, President Fillmore signed the "Central

Railroad Bill", which offered the state of Illinois 2.5

million acres of land to aid in the construction of 700 miles

railroad line.22 In 1852, Congress passed legislation that

all railroads chartered within ten years and completed within

fifteen years were to be granted a 100-foot free right-of-way

through the public domain. Congress also allowed extra space

as needed for depots or stations. In 1853, as railroads

extended out into the territories, they received grants

directly from Congress rather than individual states and

territories, which had limited budgets. During the 1850's land

grants in excess of 22 million acres were offered to eleven

midwestern and southern states for the purpose of railroad

construction . ’3

During President Buchanan's term in office (1857-1861)

the land grant program was temporarily stopped due to the

panic of 1857. Yet, between 1850-1860, rail mileage in the

United States increased from 9,021 to 30,626 miles. The United

States, with only 5 percent of the world's population, was
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building railroads about as fast as the rest of the world

combined.“ The federal land grant program, especially for

the Northwest, was revived under the Lincoln administration.

It.was easy for Congress to select central and.northern routes

for railroads to aid with federal land, because of the small

number of southern legislators. From 1850 to 1871, under

Presidents Fillmore, Pierce, Lincoln, Jackson, and Grant, more

than 155 million acres of land was granted for about eighty

railroads. Meanwhile, Congress dispensed over 100,000,000

acres of the public domain, state and local governments

provided an additional $280,000,000 in cash or credit-above

30 % of the total capitalization of railroads- in the decade

before the Civil War.25

Michigan entered the final stage of territorial status

during the Administration of Adams. As the volume of

immigrants rose, especially after the opening of the Erie

Canal in 1825. a population of Michigan of 8,896 in 1820 rose

to 175,000 by the time of the state census in 18375” Incoming

settlers, however, did not populate the state in uniform

density. Indeed, new arrivals settled further west, since the

land was relatively cheaper and richer for a marketable crop

than the eastern part of Michigan. The need for the fast

ground transportation to connect scattered areas of the state,

as well as internal improvement, became urgent.

Aware of the need to meet raising expectations of

Michigan on internal improvement, the federal government, in
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1836, granted the state of Michigan five per cent of the

proceeds from the sale of public lands within the state for

use on internal improvement projects. In 1846, the federal

government deeded to Michigan 500,000 acres of public lands

that were located within the state. The federal government

also gave Michigan an additional 10% of the proceeds of

public lands sold within the state."7

The first specific grant by Congress for purpose of

building railroads was made to the Illinois Central in 1850,

but the first such grant in aid to Michigan was not made until

1856. Under the Act of 1856, Michigan's railroads were

eventually awarded a total of 3,809,826 acres of public

lands.” Congress authorized aid for Upper Peninsular railroads

running from Little Bay' de Naquet to ‘Marquette to the

Wisconsin state line. However, Michigan waited until 1857 to

dispose of its grant land despite demands that the Legislature

hold a special session to allocate it immediately. rural

the Amboy, Lansing and Traverse Bay Railroad Company became

the first land grant railroad in Michigan. Between 1863 to

1869, Michigan Communities granted over $1,000,000 to aid

railroad construction. In subsequent years, Michigan concerns

received a total of slightly over three million acres, worth

perhaps about $18,000,000;2°

It is true that aid from the federal government was

important to the western states in their early stage of

railroad construction. Indeed, the development of railroads
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in these states might have been delayed even further without

it. This federal aid, however, did not succeed as much as

anticipated. It was neither fast enough nor in sufficient

amount to meet the expense of the railroad construction and

local ambitions .30 Only eight percent of the nation's system

was assisted by federal aid at the time.

Other than federal government's aid, the other major

source of financial support, for railroad enterprises was

subsidies and funds from individual investors. Individual

subsidies were given in the form of subscriptions to cover the

expense of surveys, releases of right of way, and donations

of land, stone, gravel, timber, and other materials.

Individual subsidies and funds were generally from local

residents into local project with which they were personally

familiar. Therefore, the intention of local residents'

subsidies looked toward public benefit rather than private

profit.31

Even though the vast amount of subsidies and funds for

the railroad construction came from federal, state, local

government as well as local inhabitants, these amounts were

still far too little to meet construction expenses. Certainly,

people living along the railroad often were persuaded to buy

capital stock or bonds. Eastern lines were especially promoted

between established centers where private investment met

demand relatively well. However, since the residents of the

western states were without financial resources sufficient to
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meet their demand for railroads, in the west, a huge gap

remain between their tremendous need for transportation

improvements and their shortage of capital.’2 Westerners were

always aware that they had to go east to beg for funds and

then usually had to sell their securities there at large

discounts even though that would eventually be added to their

railroad's financial burden. Gradually, many states began to

look for outside investments who would provide a financial

solution for railroads.

Investment in railroads by outside financiers increased

rapidly during the 1850's. Between 1850 and 1860 investment

in American railroads had grown from $296 million to $1,151

million. The new money invested in railroads during this

decade, something more than $800 million, was several times

the total capital invested in canals during the first half of

the nineteenth century.” The 9,000 miles of railroad

Operating in the nation in 1850 represented a total investment

of about $300 million, or an average of roughly $33,000 per

mile of roadJM In 1860, the 11,000 miles of western mileage

represented an average investment of $36,548 per mile, not

much below the national average of $37,487.85

There was more new money invested in western lines in

1850's than in any other region. $390 million was invested in

western lines in the decade before the Civil War, which was

about 45 percent of all new railroad capital in the period.‘36

Increase in railroad constructions in mileage, despite
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of the decreasing support from state and federal government,

can be attributed to private investors from outside of the

region. At mid century, railroads were the major "big

business” in America, for financiers who were constantly

looking for a new source of investment. Indeed, the railroads

introduced America to a new form of business. Railroads

introduced business on vast scale and financed themselves in

a variety of ways. It was one of the first industries in

America which employed so many men in such diverse capacities.

It was one of few business whose leader had the optimism as

they entered into business."’7

The majority of the major financiers were either European

or eastern U.S. capitalists. Most European capital was English

capital. Even though there was some German and Dutch

investment, it was much smaller than the English. During 1815

to 1840, England experienced a period of surplus capital, as

a result of the Industrial Revolution. Also, investment, as

well as business expansion, in America was favorably regarded

by the English public. More and more English capitalists,

after 1815, turned to America for investment and by 1830 they

seemed ready to supply America with all the capital necessary

to complete the system of canals and railways, as well as to

assist in the development of American agriculture.” Trusting

the guarantee of the State, English capital bought the bonds

and "internal-improvement warrants" of Indian, Ohio, Michigan,

and Illinois."9
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Up to the year 1838, these four states had been able to

borrow no less than $30,000,000, from England for railroad

constructions . 4° According to the Secretary of the Treasury's

estimation of 1853, out of $550 million dollars in American

railroad investment, foreign holdings took $52 million, while

railroad bonds took $44 million and capital stock took $8

million. Yet, this is less than a quarter of all railroad

bonds and well under 5 percent of the total capital stock

issues.“

Nonetheless, it was the Easterners, particularly New

England .capitalists, who adopted railroads as a safe,

remunerative investment.‘2 During the 1840's, China was in the

Opium War with England so that China trade was blockaded. This

left many financiers with money to invest into new sources,

and the west looked attractive enough for them as a new field

of investment. There was a steady growth in population of the

west. Technologically, the west experienced a revolution in

agriculture with the introduction of the McCormick reaper.

This increased the grain harvest 20 to 30 fold. Commerce

between this region and the cotton-raising states had outgrown

the capacity of the rivers and demanded the services of a

railroad. In 1849, gold was discovered in California and

increased the desire of people to get to the west as soon as

possible. Moreover, as we have already seen, railroads could

provide short-term monopolies as contrasted with canals and

steamboats. All these criteria met the requirements that
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investors were looking for, and promoters of western railroads

were quick to present blue prints{“

What happened in Michigan was typical of the whole

Western situation. In. the early’ days of its statehood,

Michigan had planned and partly built two lines of railroad

across its low peninsula, from east to west. 80 severely,

however, was the state shaken by the panic and enthusiasm and

support of the government on railroads faded away as the state

financial power decreased.

Michigan, like other western states, also had advantages

to attract eastern financiers. The biggest incentive for

investors for Michigan was its geographical condition. AS a

connecting state between western and eastern states, by both

water and ground transportation, Michigan was a prospective

market for investors. Michigan railroads proved its

profitability even more as the development of West increased.

During the 1850's, the production of wheat more than doubled

in the ten western states and territories and that of corn

nearly doubled. Chicago became a natural transfer point both

for land and lake shipping. Michigan Central, being a

connection railroad between Chicago and the eastern region,

could increase its profit.“
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B. The Michigan Central Railroad

The Michigan Central Railroad was built up from the wreck

of a state-wide experiment in government ownership and

operation of railroads and canals. The influx of immigrants

and settlers coming by boat on Lake Erie created a large

demand that new'means of transportation be provided-something

to take the place of wagons and stage coaches over execrable

wagon roads.

The Territorial Legislature commenced granting charters

for the construction of railroads to be developed by private

enterprise as early as 1830. On July 31, 1830, the first

railway charter in the state was issued to the Pontiac 8

Detroit Railway Company, with authority to use a part of the

line of the turnpike. Nothing important was done under this

charter, and the enterprise was again chartered in 1834 under

the name of the Detroit & Pontiac Railroad Company.‘5

On February 1, 1832, a Michigan Newspaper, the Western

Emigrant of Ann.Arbor, proposed the idea of a transcontinental

railroad, the first printed suggestion made anywhere of such

a project. Following the idea, in June 1832, James Kingsley

procured the incorporation of the Detroit 8 St. Joseph

Railroad to build from Detroit to St. Joseph, with capital of

$1,500,000{“ This was the charter that was first acted upon

in Michigan. The original route, expected by both Kingsley and

the government of Michigan Territory, started from Detroit
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through Ann Arbor, Jackson, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, and St.

Joseph with a hope that it would soon be connected to Chicago.

They expected that the railroad, as well as the Michigan

Southern & Northern Indiana, would be merged into the New York

Central and destined for Chicago so that they could carry

passengers from/to Chicago to/from New York. Kingsley believed

that the capital stock of $1,500,000, aided by earnings and

proper management, would be adequate to build the road. Both

Kingsley and Michigan Territory Legislature were so ambitious

with their railroad plan that they started the project in

1836, months before Michigan was even admitted to statehood.

However, contrary to their hopes, the work proceeded slowly.

When Michigan was admitted to statehood on January 28, 1837,

the Detroit & St. Joseph Railroad Company had expanded little

over $1,000,000 in preparing the roadbed and other preliminary

work to Ypsilanti, but never completed enough road to put it

into operation. The grading had been done only in the Detroit-

Dearborn.in area. The road was sold to the State of Michigan

under the Legislation of 1837.47

In 1837, Stephens T. Mason became Michigan's first

governor, and he expressed a keen ambition for internal

improvement of the state. The effect of the Erie Canal on the

population growth and land values of Central New York was well

known. Mason hoped that railroad construction might trigger

a similar development in Michigan and launched a massive

program of railroad and canal construction.“ The Legislature
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approved a comprehensive program of internal improvements and

delegated authority for construction, appointing Commissioners

for the Board of Internal improvements. On March 20, the

Public Improvements Act of 1837 was passed with broad

support, and it allowed Michigan to issue bonds for

$5,000,000 at five and a quarter percent interest entitled to

"provide for the construction of certain works of public

improvements, and for other purposes. "‘9 Undoubtedly the

construction of railroads and canals were their major concerns

of this matter and Michigan indeed entered into a chapter of

massive railroad and canal construction designed to promote

its economic development.

One of the programs was the purchase of the Detroit.& st.

Joseph Company. At the time of its purchase, $116,902 had been

expended in clearing and grubbing a hundred foot right-of-way

to Ypsilanti, as well as partial grading and construction of

the superstructure.so But the state had to produce $22,800

more for materials and machines being shipped to Detroit, to

1' Three main or trunk linesettle claims against the company.5

railroads across the state were planned: the Southern

Railroad, to be constructed from Monroe to New Buffalo: the

Central line from Detroit to St. Joseph: the Northern Railroad

from Palmer (now St. Clair) to the navigable waters of Grand

River, or Lake Michigan in Ottawa County.62

Of the three railroad enterprises, the Central line most

nearly approached success because its route had already been
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surveyed and partly improved as well as being a main route

across the state.“8 The Detroit & St. Joseph line reached Ann

.Arbor in 1839, Jackson in 1841, Marshall in 1844, Battle Creek

in 1845. In 1846, the first regular-scheduled railroad service

to Kalamazoo from. Detroit was established ‘with. a total

distance of about 145 miles.

In 1846, when the line had been built to Kalamazoo, the

entire cost of building and stocking the Central Railroad was

estimated over $2,000,000.“ It was far more than the

Legislature had anticipated. The State's attempt at financing

railroads, as well as canals, was extremely disappointing. By

1840 the Legislature and the people of the State began to

realize the enormous burden of these undertakings contemplated

by the Legislature of 1837. Governor Woodbridge's inaugural

address of 1840 recommended suspending all spending on public

works until a general grant could be obtained or private

enterprise could be persuaded to purchase the state's project.

He said:

This scheme, so bold in its conception, so splendid

in its design, so captivating to a. fervid

imagination, but yet so disproportioned to our

present local wants, and so utterly beyond our

present means, must, I fear, as a whole at least,

be given up.

The State desired to be relieved from the burden of a

five million dollar loan as it simply could not meet its

payments. Since the Michigan State Bank failed in 1839, the

state's program was financed by the Bank of Michigan, which

was financed by the Bank of the United States. When the Bank
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of the United States failed to pay its installment in 1841,

the Bank of Michigan, state's only financial resource, was

closed down, and the state found itself under heavy debts to

contractors and iron-supplying companies.“ Contractors for

locomotives refused to receive State warrant in payment, and

retained possession of their machinery until the State could

produce the money. The federal government granted five hundred

thousand acres to the state of Michigan in 1841. Yet, what

Michigan needed was cash-base capital, not the land, which

took time to convert into cash.”'

Even the Central line, which was calculated profitable,

began to show the results of legislative management of what

was essentially a private enterprise. The net returns to the

State in 1841 from this line were but a trifle over $63,000.

In 1842 they reached a peak return of $75,000 and the Board

even recommended the state to concentrate its resources to

complete the road. It was hoped that the completion to

Kalamazoo would allow the Central to complete successfully for

traffic to Chicago then being channeled through the upper

lakes. However, by 1845 the expenses practically ate up the

entire earnings of the Central Railroad, and by 1846 matters

were even worse: only $600 was paid into the treasury.“8

Heavy debt was not the only problem that the state government

had to handle. As the new crop poured in during the fall of

1845, the Board also found the road inadequate for the

transportation demand. The first rails were simply wood, or
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wood with a slim piece of iron strapped on the top-hence strap

rails" and this technology did not improve much till mid

1840's. In part, this was the result of a shortage of rolling

stock, as well as the road's basic inadequacy to handle the

increased need for low-cost heavy freighting capacity.60

Governor Barry demanded the sale of the railroads:

...If the public works should not be sold, the

expediency of further prosecuting their

construction, beyond points where ground has already

been broken, will necessarily represent itself for

your consideration.61

The State had already abandoned the Nerthern Railroad

project as early as 1841. On March 5, 1846, the Legislature

authorized.a sale of the Southern line for $500,000, less than

half of the state's original investment.63 The Michigan

Southern Line did not. make good. profit even after its

ownership was passed to the private company. In 1869, the

Michigan.Southern Line was again sold to the New York Central.

Compared to the Northern Railroad and the Southern Line,

the Central line was making a reasonable profit. However, the

state government was still under the financial crisis and

wanted to get out of the business of transportation. A desire

of the state to stay away from the railroad business is well

shown in Governor Felch's Message. In his message to the

legislature of 1846, Governor Felch insists:

The objects of the propositions by the contemplated

sale: The first is by a disposition of their works

which were undertaken by the State, and a

relinquishment of the internal improvement system,

to separate the government from a business which

has usually been the subject of individual

enterprise... The business of transporting
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passengers and freight by railroad is clearly not

within the ordinary designs of a state government,

and it is believed that system is best which is the

most strictly confined to its necessary and simple

duties, and participates least in matters of

ordinary business. A sale of these works would have

the effect to simplify the operations of the State,

to reduce the number of officers and servants in its

employ, and to render less complicate the whole

machinery of government.

While stressing the removal of government from enterprise

and the liquidation of internal improvements debts on the one

hand, Felch also insisted that some other group should rebuild

the road to carry freight at lower rate. For this, Felch

recommended selling the road to an interested private group

and incorporating safeguards and restrictions into the charter

to protect the people from the natural monopoly of a private

railroad. These included maximum tolls, completion date and

standards, and the right of the state to repurchase after a

stipulated period of time.“

In fact, the State of Michigan had encouraged a group of

men, mostly from Boston and vicinity, to incorporate the

railroad. company and chartered the Central line as the

Michigan Central Railroad as early as March 5, 1846. The Board

recommended sale of the property to private capitalists as the

only feasible way to save the railroad.‘35 In November 1846,

when the Central line reached to Kalamazoo, the Legislature

finally authorized a sale of the Central line for $2,000,000

to the Forbes group.“ John Murray Forbes became the first

president and John W. Brooks the first Superintendent and

Engineer, exercising the present duties of a General Manager.
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Since both the public at large and the legislature

themselves were so ignorant about railroad charters, their

major concerns on the charter focused on minor problems. The

biggest issue for the legislature was that the pagan

capitalists of the East might attempt to run trains "on the

Sabbath”. When the time for voting for the charter of the

Michigan Central to the eastern interest group, amendments

required that the corporation should observe the other nine

commandments also, and that the directors should attend church

at least twice every Sunday.67

It was Alpheus Felch, a Governor of Michigan of the time,

who clarified conditions of the charter as well as convinced

the legislature of the wisdom in selling the road. By the act

of incorporation, the Michigan Central Railroad was granted

the property of the road forever: but the state might

repurchase it after a lapse of twenty years, and after thirty

years the Legislature might alter, amend, or repeal the

charter. For the first four years the road was to pay a tax

of one-half of one percent, after that of three-forth of one

percent on the capital stock and loans for construction

purposes. Its annual report to the secretary of the state was

to contain tables showing its financial condition, its

physical condition, and the amount and character of its

business. The amount of the capital stock was set at five

million dollars, with permission to increase it to eight

million. ...No publication of rates were required:
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nevertheless, for eight years, from 1850 to 1857 inclusive,

these schedules were given in the annual report of the

railroad.“

There were two men who played significant roles in the

process of the Forbe's purchase of the Michigan Central: John

Woods Brooks and James Frederick Joy. James W. Brooks was born

in Stow, Massachusetts in 1819. Brooks was a superintendent

of the Auburn and Rochester in New York Line when he heard of

the Michigan Central's possible sale in 1843 and became

interested in securing western connections for the New York

line. Finally, in 1845, Brooks visited Detroit to investigate

the Michigan Central as a possible investment for Erastus

Corning of Albany and John E. Thayer of Boston."0 James F. Joy

was born in New Hampshire in 1810. After his schooling in

Dartmouth College and Harvard law School, Joy came to Detroit

to take a legal profession. Joy formed a partnership with

George F. Porter, who was one of the Michigan Commissioners

of internal improvement. Both Joy and Porter believed that the

state would never be able to finish the Michigan Central

Railroad, and Joy wrote letters in Detroit newspapers

agitating for the sale of the road. When Brooks came to

Michigan, he was satisfied with the condition of the sale and

encouraged Corning and Thayer to present their offer to the

Michigan legislature in December 1845.70

In fact, when Brooks investigated in 1845, the Michigan

Central was a railroad in the wilderness. Nevertheless, Brooks
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considered the function of the Michigan Central in a combined

route of railroads and steamboats from Buffalo to the West.

He believed that if the Michigan Central could be

rehabilitated and completed for the remaining third of the

distance to Lake Michigan and furnished with adequate rails

and rolling stock, it would prove a profitable investment. It

would open up the rich farming land of Michigan. Moreover, it

could hold its strategic position against water route and

constitute a link in the shortest route from the East to

Chicago and the Mississippi Valley. With Eastern capital and

Eastern control, Brooks believed, the success was certain.71

While Brooks tried to convince Corning and Thayer of the

potential profitability of the Michigan Central, Corning tried

to convince Forbes to join the project. Even though Corning

himself had already experienced railroad business, he still

hesitated to investigate in the railroad out in the west. The

interest group in the west waited for someone else to make the

first move. On August 18, 1846, under the leadership of

Forbes, the Michigan Central finally was organized officially

with Erastus Corning, D.D. Williamson, George Griswold, George

C. Green and John Thayer as major stockholders.73

John Murray Forbes was born into a close community of

Boston Merchants on February 23, 1813. His family was involved

in China trade and he spent many years of his early life in

China. When John Forbes returned to Boston in 1837, he found

that wealthy and influential men of New England had taken hold
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of the railroad business. Even though few of the line built

in the 1830's had returned the expected profits, few doubted

that, properly built and soundly managed, railroads would

become a large and successful industry. Forbes, who had

already experimented ocean transportation, obviously became

interested in railroads and grabbed the chance that Corning

offered.73

When the Michigan Central Railroad took possession of its

property, the 145 miles from Detroit to Kalamazoo, built by

the State, were in bad condition and 56 miles, from Kalamazoo

to nearest point on Lake Michigan, were needed 'to complete it.

There were four passenger depots-Detroit, Ann Arbor, Jackson,

and Battle Creek- with a small freight depot in Detroit. The

value of rolling stock was $68,000 with $4,000 worth of 12

toned locomotive as the largest single item.“ The biggest

incentive for the Forbes group to pick up this abandoned track

was Chicago- a link in the shortest route from the East to

Chicago and the Mississippi Valley- if the Michigan Central

could be rehabilitated and completed for the remaining third

of the distance to Lake Michigan. Yet, Forbes believed in

Brooks' argument that the cost of the Central line, when

completed according to the requirements of its Charter, would

not be less than six million dollars to get 10 percent

dividends . 7‘

Under the managerial and financial control of the Eastern

capitalist, the Michigan Central progressed rapidly. After its
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purchase of the Main Line, the Michigan Central has added

several branches by either building with its own means, or by

materially aiding in their construction. The basic route for

Michigan ran west from Detroit and Toledo toward Lake Michigan

and Chicago. Important lines which were either built or aided

by the Michigan Central were: The Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw

Line: The Grand River Valley Line: The Jackson and Fort Wayne

Line: The Michigan Air-Line: The Detroit, Hillsdale and

Indiana Line: the Kalamazoo and South Haven Line: The Chicago

and Michigan Lake Shore Line: The Detroit, Lansing and Lake

Michigan Line.

In April of 1849, the first railroad to cross the state

was completed from Detroit to New Buffalo on Lake Michigan.

The Michigan Central Railroad reached Kensington in 1850 and

completed 803.72 miles through Michigan. At Kensington, it

connected with the Illinois Central Railroad, using 14 miles

of that line to Chicago. Finally, in May of 1852, the Michigan

Central operated its first.train from.Detroit.tolChicago. With

the completion of the Illinois Central Railroads (1851-1856),

the Michigan Central had more advantages in transporting both

passengers and freight between east and west. The gross income

jumped from $400,000 in 1846 to $2,500.000 in 1855.“

Even though the Michigan Central was making a reasonable

profit for the Forbes group, Forbes was not satisfied with.the

Michigan Central Railroad only. Forbes was more interested in

investing in railroads further west. Once the Michigan Central
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Railroad reached Iake Michigan, and later Chicago, Forbes,

Joy, and Brooks turned their interest to the financing and

construction of connecting railroads from Chicago beyond,

which seemed more profitable than the Michigan Central

Railroad. A letter from John Forbes to his cousin shows his

interest clearly. He said, "the bonds both of the C.B.and Q.

and the Michigan Central could be sold sooner or later at a

good profit...".77 Following Forbes, the Easterners then in

charge of the ‘Michigan Central Railroad, in 1852 began

investing in what soon became the Chicago, Burlington, and

Quincy Railroad. and the Michigan Central Railroad was sold

to the Vanderbilt group.‘78

When the Michigan Central ' Railroad was sold to the

Vanderbilt group in 1876, its capital as a business was

already quite improved. The Michigan Central Railroad

consisted of seven divisions: Main Line: The Michigan Air-Line

Railroad, 127.32 miles from Jackson to Niles: The Jackson,

Lansing and Saginaw Line, 236 miles from Jackson to Gaylord:

The Grand River Valley Railroad, 84 miles from Jackson to

Grand Rapids: The Kalamazoo and South Haven Railroad, 40 miles

from Kalamazoo to South Haven: The Joliet and North Indiana

Railroad, 45 miles from Lake Indiana to Joliet: South Bend

Line, from Niles to South Bend.‘79 It also had 1057 miles of

track, 862 miles of main track and 195 miles of side track.

It had 83 passenger cars as well as 32 second-class cars, 36

baggage and mail cars, 275 stock cars, and 1828 merchandise
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box cars. There were 187 double-deck cars, 1308 platform cars

and 474 Blue line cars.so

Nonetheless, the Vanderbilt group purchased the Michigan

Central Railroad for far less than its actual stock value.

"Owing to the fact that Michigan Central had to pass its

dividends during the past few years, its stock had

depreciated, and it was an easy matter for Vanderbilt to

purchase a controlling interest.“n Sale of the Michigan

Central Railroad satisfied both Forbes and Vanderbilt. Forbes,

who had already lost interest in the Michigan Central and, was

eager to invest in railroads further west, was happy with a

quick sale of the Michigan Central Railroad. For Vanderbilt,

by purchasing the Michigan Central Railroad, the New York

Central could strengthen its monopoly power in.Michigan along

with the Michigan Southern Line which he bought in 1869. Only

local residents lost their chance of good rates with the loss

of the competition between two companies.

After ten years of state ownership, the Central was

returned to private control. Almost every effort and every

resource the state possessed were spent for its completion.and

ownership under the state government. Nonetheless, the capital

resource of the state of Michigan could not follow its

ambition.



III. Case Study: Battle Creek

The proposal to sell the Michigan Central revealed a

serious contradiction in western thinking. Contrary to

traditions in the East, where most of railroads were built by

the private enterprises from the beginning, the west was

generally hostile to private control of a major

transportational system. The hostility to private control of

major transportation route in Michigan is shown as early as

1834. The Ann Arbor Michigan Emigrant reprinted an article

from the National Intelligencer, urging the use of steam

engines on turnpike-type roads instead of railroads because

"railroads have a tendency to monopolize the travel, whereas

the common road, improved, would be of use to all."82

Opposition to private interest and ownership of major

transportation facilities was also one of the major concerns

of a serious of Michigan. Governor Mason warned the

Legislature against excessive issue of corporate charters to

railroads, starting that it was his duty to approve such

charters only when he was satisfied that public and not

private interests were the object of the charters. Mason's

fear indicated the early stage at which danger of the natural

35
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monopoly of railroads was realized.”

Many westerners already suspected that the concentrations

of capitalized railroad systems might somehow be used to

reorient trade and determine the course of local development.

Their initial defense was to improve local networks and

encourage the free and rapid development of indigenous trade

and development. The people of Michigan feared that a private

railroad corporation would control their market whereas they

demanded a more "splendid” railroad than the state could

provide. When James Joy presented the proposition to the

Michigan legislature, he was met with a loud outcry against

this band of "Yankee speculators”.“ It seemed that Michigan

wanted something it could neither afford nor do without.

People in.Michigan eventually realized, and wished, that John

Murray Forbes and his associates could provide both the

entrepreneurial skills and funds to build a proper railroad

across Michigan.“’Whether the fear of the people of Michigan

was right, or not, is a question to be examined. To answer

this question, it is crucial to examine who benefited more

from the building and private ownership of railroads by

focusing upon a case study.
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A. History of Battle Creek86

Since the history of Battle Creek is unfamiliar to most

readers, it is important to place the village in perspective

before we examine the relationship of interests between local

residents and railroads. The first exploitation of Michigan

started as early as 1701. Europeans had begun to explore the

Upper Lakes before Boston and, by 1701, settlement had been

located at Detroit and Sault Ste. Mary's River. Yet, the

region was valued more for its furs than its wheat or corn.

This view continued even after the United States gained

control of the region in 1795, so the federal government did

not even attempt to open a land office until 1818."

In 1815, Congress offered veterans of the‘War of 1812 six

million acres of "bounty lands" in the West. Edward Tiffin,

a Surveyor General of the Northwest of the time, was charged

with finding two million acres of potential farmland in

Michigan Territory. However, reports from his surveyors argued

that not one percent of the proposed land could ever be

farmed.88

Along with the fever of the westward movement, emigrants

poured into the. Ohio ‘Valley' and spread across the. Old

Northwest. But they bypassed Michigan Territory for lands

further south in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois since Michigan

was known as "interminable swamp". In fact, Calhoun County in

southern Michigan actually had.a rich land. It.had its streams
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and marshes but also had more than a third of a million acres

of level or gently rolling land. Stream fell steeply into the

Kalamazoo River Valley making them appropriate for sawmill.

Governor Lewis Cass tried to promote territory and

arranged for a government land office in Detroit, but it was

not until the opening of the Erie Canal in New York in 1825

when emigrants started to settle in southern Michigan. Erie

Canal carried emigrants from the Northwest quickly and cheaply

to the West. Settlers came in tremendous numbers during the

Great Michigan land boom of the mid-1830's.

As Calhoun County grew so did Battle Creek. The first

recorded reference to Battle Creek can be found in Colonel

John Mullet's letter to the Governor Lewis Cass. On March 14,

1825, Colonel Mullet was sent to Southern Michigan with a

small surveying party. Mullet and his team ran into trouble

with a small group of Potawatomies Indians on what today is

the Battle Creek River. It is believed that the fight took

place at the conjunction of the Battle Creek and Kalamazoo

Rivers, which gave the city its official seal. Even proved a

false later on, the tale that John Mullet gave the river the

name Battle Creek remained and the name stuck.

A Legislative Council authorized a road to built on

November 4,1829. This was the first road to run through

Calhoun County and it was called the Territorial Road. In the

summer of 1831, Isaac Toland built a cabin on the north side

of the Territorial Road, immediately on the west bank of the
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Kalamazoo River. This cabin was the first structure built in

the Battle Creek area and intended to be used for paying

guests. Toland became the first permanent settler in Battle

Creek.

In June, 1831, Sands McCalmly surveyed the future site

of Battle Creek and was impressed with the water potential of

the area. He went to the White Pigeon Land Office to enter a

claim for the property where the two rivers met. There were

three other men interested in the area: McCamly Guernsey,

Robert Clark, and Lucius Lyon. Guernsey and McCamly paid the

other two men $100 to drop their claim and entered the claim

for themselves for 837.44 acres at $1.25 per acre, and shared

the land. Later McCamly pulled out and Guernsey owned the

whole claim. Guernsey did not really sink his roots in Battle

Creek, since his wife did not like the area. In March 1833,

Guernsey sold his land and left the area. In February 1832,

Samuel Convis built a log cabin. There he and.his family moved

in on July 3, and became the first settler family in Battle

Creek.

Early settlers were "farmers by necessity" in their early

times of settlement. The first settlers in Calhoun County

lacked a service center. At first they had to travel for days

to Ann Arbor or White Pigeon to find a blacksmith or to grind

their grain. As the County Seat, Marshall fared far better

than Battle Creek in the early years. Yet, like Marshall,

Battle Creek continued to offer special services to
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surrounding farmers. In 1832, Polydore Hudson opened the

town's first grocery store. This store also had a function as

a post office and.became the first.post office in Battle Creek

with Hudson as a postmaster. In winter of 1834, the first log

schoolhouse was built at a cost of $60. Sands McCamly had

always been interested in the great water-power potential of

Battle Creek since he first investigated the area. Finally,

in 1835, McCamly constructed a dam between the Battle Creek

and Kalamazoo Rivers and built the first sawmill in Battle

Creek. _

In 1836 Michigan became the state and people in Battle

Creek met a rapid progress. The United Congregational and

Presbyterian Church was established and played an active role

as an information center. Alonzo Noble and Almon Whitcomb

opened the first grist mill in Battle Creek as well as a dry

goods and grocery business. Now the people of Battle Creek no

longer had to go to Marshall, or some other distant points

such as Comstock, Bellevue, Kalamazoo, Gourdneck, or

Flowerfield. On December 31, 1836, all residents gathered

together at General Convis' house and celebrated their first

real party. On February 12, 1838, the Bank of Battle Creek

became the first bank located there. Sands McCamly and Tolman

Hall founded the bank with McCamly as president and Hall as

a cashier. A village of Battle Creek first appeared on land-

lookers map in 1838. Indeed, Battle Creek began to form itself

as a village and prosperity was widely open in front of them.
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The arrival of railroad opened a new chapter in the life

of Battle Creek. On December 1, 1845, the first wood burning

steam engine came chugging into Battle Creek as the Michigan

Central line. Dr. and Mrs. Charles Barlett stepped off the

train as newlyweds. Dr. Barlett was the first dentist in

Battle Creek. Railroads shortened the travel time and money

for travelers and emigrants and brought more people into

Battle Creek. Emigrants now might leave Detroit at eight in

the morning and reach the village, not in weeks or days, but

in the afternoon. In 1845, Louisa McOmber traveled west from

New York State in.20 days, taking the steamer Nile across Lake

Erie with 300 passengers and catching the 8 o'clock in the

89A letter from Sands McCamly tomorning train from Detroit.

his friend Henry Price shows the time and cost of the trip

from Buffalo to Battle Creek;

... Then get on board of a Packet and proceed to

Buffalo, a distance of say, 60 miles, cost $1.00:

thence by steamboat to Detroit, a distance of 350

miles, one day, $7.00: thence by railroad 110 miles,

one day, $3.50: thence by stage, same day, 13 miles,

62 cents; to Battle Creek, $12.12.‘90

With the arrival of the railroad, Battle Creek grew

rapidly both in size of its infrastructure and population. On

March 7, 1850, Battle Creek received a charter as a village

and held its first election. William was elected president and

served till 1852.91

On November 8, 1858, the Common Council of Battle Creek

held a public meting to discuss the need for a new charter.

On November 22, the village board formed a committee to
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rewrite the village charter. On December 13, at a citizens

meeting, the committee announced that instead of revising the

village charter, they had drafted a new City Charter. The

draft gave "waupakisco" as the name of the city, while L.H.

Stewart suggested the name "Eureka" and Col. John Stuart

proposed "Calhoun City". Finally on December 31, 1858, the

village held an election to choose a name for the city. There

were 467 votes cast: 9 for Peninsular city, 50 for Waupakisco,

93 for Calhoun city, and 315 for Battle Creek. So Battle Creek

again became the official name of the city. On February 3,

1859, the charter was approved by the State Legislature and

Battle Creek became an official city on February 25, 1859."2

The city was composed of two squares, embracing four

sections of land. Two sections, 1 and 12, were in Battle Creek

and two sections, 6 and 7, were from Emmett. The city again

was divided into four wards and governed by the Mayor,

Recorder, and Alderman. Elijah W. Pendill was elected the

first Mayor of the city and each ward sent to representatives

as Aldermen."3

In 1860, Battle Creek had a population of 3,511. In 1864,

Messrs. Pease and Lewis founded a newspaper, the

Constitutional Union. The first high school graduation took

place in 1869. Two young women, Ella Badglay and Estelle

Campbell received their diplomas in exercises at the

Congregational-Presbyterian Church. On September 14, 1869,

L.D.Dibble drove in the first spike of the old Peninsular
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Railroad.“

By 1870, Battle Creek had a population of 5,838. On.June

21, 1871, gas became available in Battle Creek as the Battle

Creek Gas Light Company was incorporated. Among the founders

were Joseph Ward, Nelson Eldred, Richard Kingman, B.T.Skinner,

E.C. Nichols, and Thomas Hart. Now, people were able to use

gas instead of wood or kerosene. On July 2, 1872, the Battle

Creek Journal became a daily paper. In 1873, the Peninsular

Railroad ran into financial trouble. It was sold and became

the Chicago Lake Huron Company. In 1877, the Michigan Central

Railroad was sold to the New York Central Railroad.

B. Groups benefited by railroads.

Groups who benefited from railroad development differed

from time to time. Construction companies and land speculators

gained the most during the early stage of the railroad

construction. On the other hand, as railroads became a major

means of transportation toward 1860's, 1870's, and 1880's,

bondholders, stockholders of railroad companies were those who

were benefited the most.

M

Even with many difficulties during their construction,

there is no doubt that railroads encouraged a development of
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the national economy; Railroads helped. open ‘the ‘Western

prairie to settlement. The rapid settlement in the west also

increased the demand for finished products from the east. The

development of railroads made possible the swift rise of

eastern industry and catalyzed the economic development of the

United States. By assuring quick movement of the prairie's

basic crop, wheat, and its processed product, flour, to the

east and Europe and its urban markets as well, railroads

contributed to the opening of the national market.

The certainty and speed of movement of merchandise by

rail also encouraged the rise of wholesalers and.middlemen in

all parts of the nation. Trips from Detroit to Battle Creek,

which used to take at least one full day,“‘now takes only six

hours and ten minutes.“5 As a result, merchants in Battle

Creek, like those in other western villages and towns, no

longer had to risk carrying large stocks, since they could

always receive delivery within few days whenever needed.

Manufacturers, on the other hand, were assured of a regular

and constant supply of raw and semi-finished materials from

the west.

Battle Creek also experienced a rapid growth in business,

both in terms of numbers and diversity. Most of the pioneers

had grown up in rural New York or New England where every

neighborhood centered around a market town. They wanted the

same advantages on the frontier. Table 2 shows the growth in

categories and numbers of business in Battle Creek.
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Table 2. Growth of Business in Battle Creek

Year Number_9f_9ateggries Number_ef_§hen§

1845 a. 15 51

1869 b. 93 354

1882 c. 167 627

Sources: a. Letter from Sands McCamly to Henry Price Esq.,

(March 17, 1845)

b. E. G. Rust,

1862:1810 (Battle Creek, 1869), pp.321-324.

c. A. G. Nedham,

Direstgrx_f9r_1§§1 (Battle Creek: Musical

Messenger Book and Job Print, 1882)

It is interesting to see the changes in categories of

business die to the arrival of railroads. The arrival of

railroads changed the job characteristics, which was connected

to the transportation. Some business declined. In 1869, there

were 13 shops of carriage and wagon manufacturing, 8 livery

stables and 3 saddler and harness makers. However in 1882,

there were 5 carriage and wagon.manufacturing shops, 4 livery

stables, and only one saddler and harness makers left.

On the other hand, railroads also produced new jobs.

Boiler works for steam engine, train machinist, and train

intendant, were new categories which did not show in the

former Directories. This shows the changes in the

transportation means of the people of Battle Creek with the

development of railroads network.'97

There are only four jobs shown in the Directory in the

connection of railroads- one boiler worker, one train

machinist and two train intendents— which is less than one
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percent of contemporary job market. Yet, the contribution of

railroads to the creation of new jobs as well as a subtle

contribution to the development of local economy is still

worth to be recognized.

MW

Construction companies could develop their interests in

several ways by building railroads. Since this was the first

time for both government and people to experience the control

of such large amount of money, men, and materials on such a

wide scale, the charters were often vague and imprecise.

Construction companies used this vagueness and.imprecision to

exploit a privileged position as railroad promoters. Actually,

as announced in judicial decisions, the amount of securities

which may be issued has been limited to funds or properties

acquired. Yet, it. was. completely left. with. construction

companies and railroad companies to determine a total cost of

construction, and by which companies could acquire securities

for ‘the amount. they' desired. As a result, construction

companies could issue bonds to themselves in payment for the

road.

Construction companies also received railroad stocks as

payment. As major stockholders, they could control the

railroad itself, so that they could raise the price to be paid

for construction. If earnings came from construction, they

increased the company's profit as a stockholder. But, when the
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railroad went bankrupt in trying to pay off its high

construction costs, it was the local residents who had to pay

the higher rates for services.

Along with construction companies, railroad building also

helped out the iron industry. The first rails, such as the

Pontiac Roads in Michigan, on at least one line were simply

wood, and several lines were wood with a slim piece of iron

strapped on the top-hence "strap rails".°’ However, by the

Civil War, most of the Michigan railroads were equipped with

iron rails99 which helped all businesses, connecting with

iron. A Grand Rapids correspondent of the Northwestern

Lumberman says, "Quite recently the Cleveland house of Condit

& Co. , iron merchant, secured in this city, through the agency

of L.H.Kellogg, a contractor with the lumber firm of Builder

Brothers, of Chicago and Muskegon, Michigan, for a sufficient

quantity of T rail-weighing two pounds to the yard- to iron

a log road seven miles long."100

Even though we see some proof that iron-railing helped

the domestic iron industry, it was not until late nineteenth

century' when. it. helped. the economic development. of the

domestic iron industry to a large extent. During its early

stage of building, most of the iron for railing was provided

by eastern industrialists. Erastus Corning, one of the

stockholders of the Michigan Central Railroad, also provided

iron to iron-railed the Michigan Central Railroad. Corning was

a banker, land speculator, and most of all an iron merchant.
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He had stock in most of the major railroads in the eastern

state, such as the 78 mile Utica 8 Schenectady Railway. The

railroads paid good dividends and, by participating in

decision-makings as a stockholder, he could firmly establish

his position as a favored supplier of railroad iron.101 Such

a genius business skill of Corning, a dual role as both

stockholder and iron supplier, again was practiced in the

expansion of the Michigan Central Railroad.

financiers

Even though there is no doubt that railroads improved the

economic status of the nation, it most helped capitalists to

improve their economic power even further. It is true that

Easterners were initially reluctant to invest western

railroads. Poor quoted a writer for the Detroit Free Press

who complained that "in the spring of 1846, we were in New

York City, and heard an intelligent gentlemen express surprise

that capitalists could be found willing to invest money in a

railroad away out west."102

A few far-sighted investors, such as Forbes, could see

the value of these ventures. The credibility of railroad

enterprises was given. an added. boost in 1845 when the

conservative analyst Freedman Hunt of the Merchant's Magazine

endorsed them as good business investment-better than banks.

Hunt further recommended a Michigan route as one western

project worthy of immediate attention from.men in the East.103
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With an optimistic encouragement of economic analysts,

eastern financiers rushed into the railroad business for a new

opportunity to emerge and to strengthen their status as

leading factors of American economy of the time.

John. Murray Forbes serves as a typical example of

railroad millionaires in the early building stage. The Forbes

had. made profits from. the China trade and the 'whaling

industries in New England for generations. However, between

1840 to 1842, the China trade was temporarily interrupted by

the Opium War. With available funds freed up by the

interruption, Forbes could afford the more than $6,000,000

required for the construction of and purchase of equipment for

the railroads between 1846-1849, starting with the Michigan

Central Railroad.1°‘ The same was the case for the other

stockholders of the Michigan Central Railroads such as John

Thayer and Cpt. Neal of Salem.

Even though many eastern financiers were involved in the

railroad business as stockholders, bonds were more favored by

those who did not want to gamble in the new investment.

Promoters, in fact, preferred ‘to finance their’ concerns

through the sale of stocks, but investors usually showed a

distinct preference for bonds. This was particularly so for

English investors.

Failures to build within estimates, calls for assessments

to put in proper condition the inferior work of contractors,

and. delays in the payment of dividends, eventually led
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investors to regard.railroad shares.as of uncertainrvalue, and

to put their savings into railroad bonds. Bonds, although they

often proved to be in excess of the value of the property,

were believed to be adequately secured not only by the

priority of the claim held against companies, but also by the

prospective value of the territory which would be developed

by the road. This attitude led to an entirely new system of

financing construction, as has been set forth by John P.Davis:

...If a railway could not pay the interest on its

bonds, it could by a little more pressure on the

tributary territory be made to pay some interests

on stock and more bonds. Thus the value of railways

came to be determined not by the expense of building

them, but by the amount of bonds and stock that

their tributary territory could carry.106

Land grant.railroads tried to sell their lands to provide

funds for construction: but sales were usually slow until

after'the.completion.of the railroad. Sometimes the lands were

included with the other property as part of the security for

the first mortgage bonds, but a separate issue of securities

was made more frequently.106 The disposition of the

shareholders was to keep the indebtedness down to a small

portion of the total capital, and so insure control. Report

of the Directors of the Michigan Central Railroads of 1854,

when discussing the necessity of providing the floating debt

either by an issue of bonds or by the sale of more shares,

says:

We prefer the last named measure, and shall only

resort to a future issue of bonds in case we find

it impossible to sell our stock at par."“"
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By cooperating with bondholders, railroads helped bankers

to reconfirm their status. Bankers, such as J .P.Morgan,

accumulated wealth by loaning money to both bondholders and

the railroad companies and by receiving interest from both of

them. Bankers and bondholders were tightly connected by their

interests. The most basic procedure for them to make more

profit was by consolidating smaller lines into the larger

centralized systems of the Michigan Southern Lines. By

removing the competition, bondholders made more profit, even

though it meant the increase in rates for residence. The

massive financial requirements of the railroads also brought

centralization and institutionalization of the nation's

investment market in New York City. With the emergence of

bondholders and bankers as a new interest group, New York

became a financial center by taking the lead in financing

American Railroads . 108'

renames-.2122

The most interesting group who benefited from railroad

development must be land speculators. Land was a central

element in the American mind throughout the nineteenth

century. Those who speculated in the land near railroads

largely consisted of three groups: railroad companies,

railroad promoters, and individual capitalists who speculated

in land as a major source of investment.
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Railway companies occasionally doubled as real estate

companies, in partnership with land speculators. The company

wished to gain a return from the land in order to redeem and

pay off the debt incurred during the construction of chartered

lines. Also, and more than any other reason, the company

desired to settle the empty prairie lands with stable farm

families-settlers. By helping farmers to settle along the

expected railway, the company could ensure a growing traffic

for the new rail line between the east and the west as well

as local traffic.

Railroad promoters are primarily those who lived in the

region where railroad was either scheduled or was under

construction. Railroad promoters had several functions in

their profit-making. Like construction companies, promoters

used the vagueness and imprecision of their charters to

exploit a position as director or transfer agent. Railroad

promoters, as directors of a railroad company were authorized

to determine costs. As a result, promoters could issue bonds

to themselves as proprietors of an inside construction company

in payment for the road.

Railroad promoters could separate land grants from all

connection with the other property of the railroad, and sell

or lease the freed land. As individuals, promoters would

purchase sites for shops, stations, and'terminals.before their

location was publicly announced and then turn the land over

to the railroad at a large advance in.price. They would obtain
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town sites, and even divert the route of the railroad to

afford themselves opportunity to sell out to settlers. Even

when they misjudged or were misfortunate in their railroad

construction ventures, promoters still could avoid losing

their own interests by unloading their inflated securities

upon the public.110

Railway promoters claimed that their railway would

improve everyone's estate and that even the landless would

benefit from their construction. They promised that railways

would increase the total value of the country's real estate

and thereby its national wealth. The idea that railways would

increase the value of real estate of the region attracted

capitalists who were constantly looking for a new source of

investment. Using the privilege of first-hand information,

railway promoters were the most valid source of information

to capitalists, especially to those who lived outside of the

region. Once capitalists received information from railway

promoters, they would engage in land speculation, quite often

with railway promoters as realtors. We can find one typical

example of this case in Sands McCamly of Battle Creek. Sands

McCamly, one of the first settlers of Battle Creek and

railroad promoters for the Central Line-when the line was

still under the government control- was also an active realtor

of Battle Creek. Sands McCamly is one of the most frequently

shown names in the Record of Deeds of Calhoun County between

1836 to 1848. For 12 years McCamly was involved in no less
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than 300 cases of real estate business as a realtor as well

as an investor.111

Once they received information on the land from

promoters, or sometimes through their own investigations,

capitalists purchased the land either from federal government

or from other individuals. In a case of purchasing the granted

land from the federal government, capitalists paid $1.25 per

an acre. Yet, when they sold the same land, the land had

already appreciated.

Now, let us examine how many Easterners were actually

involved in land speculation and how much the land has

appreciated for investors, by focusing upon Battle Creek.

Battle Creek is composed of four land descriptions; Township

No. 25 and 2N, and Range No. 8E and 8W. However, the original

village of Battle Creek was located in an.area of Township No.

28 and.Range No. 8W at the time of the railroad.building. This

is an area called Battle Creek hereafter. Also, samples are

limited .to those who purchased the land directly from the

federal government to help the understanding of increase in

land price.

In the Land.Track Book.of 1836, a total of 249 land sales

are recorded in Battle Creek area from the federal government

by 1836. A total of 249 cases of land purchase ware performed

by 141 purchases, which consist of 49 people whose total

112

purchase of the land exceeded 160 acres. As we are aware,

the land grant program of the federal government was to help
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those who would settle in the frontier area. Therefore, there

was a 160 acre area of preemption for land purchased from the

federal government in the 1830's and 1840's to prevent land

speculation of the capitalists.118 Nevertheless, land

speculation was still going on. Out of 49 people of those who

purchased more than 160 acres in Battle Creek area, only 18

people were living in Michigan, whereas 30 people were living

in.New'England area and one person was living in Indiana. Each

purchaser paid $1.25 per an acre directly to the federal

government . 1“ .

Even though each purchaser paid only $1.25 per an acre

to the federal government, the land cost more when the

original purchaser sold it to the other individuals, either

another speculator or an actual settler. An average price of

the land for Battle Creek was $3.13 in 1836, $5.56 for 1837

and $5.85 for 1838.115 On January 28, 1837, Michigan was

formally admitted as a state, and under the Act of 1837, the

Detroit and St. Joseph Railroad passed into the possession of

the state. At the same time, the state government, under

Governor Mason, passed an Act which promised the promotion of

railroad construction.116 This in turn attracted more

investors. This was a major reason why the price of land in

Battle Creek, as well as other regions where railroad was

planned to pass, increased rapidly.

Yet, there was a big difference between prices depending

on which section of the Township the lot was located. Though
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the village of Battle Creek was largely located in southern

part of an area of Township No.28 and Range No.8W- Sections

24 to 36-, the record shows the trend of the price of land was

higher in northern area. It means that land price was higher

in sections where railroad track was planned than where the

village actually was. Therefore, the study to examine how much

land has appreciated should be divided by the location of

railroad track rather than that of village of Battle Creek.

If we apply railroad track as a standard to compare the price

of sections, Battle Creek can be divided into two groups: a

group of sections where railway was expected to pass and a

group of sections which was off the railroad track. The first

group includes Section 1,2,3,10,11,and 12, where the railroad

was planned to be and actually was built. This one would be

called Group I hereafter. The other group includes sections

except those which belonged to the Group I, and would be

called Group II.117

From 1836 to 1838, price for the land in Group I

increased to $9.46 whereas that for Group II increase only to

$2.81 per an acre.(This is based on $1.25, the first purchase

price of the land) A lot in Section 2 and 5 cost $5.00 in 1836

while the average rate per an acre of the time was $3.13. Yet,

lots in Section 19 cost only $2.15 in 1838 when the average

rate per an acre of the time was $5.85. Difference in price

between two groups is more significant in 1838. In 1838 the

average price per an acre for the Group I was $9.00 whereas
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that of Group II was only $2.15.118

Other evidence demonstrates a difference in price between

Group I and Group II. In 1837, Mccamly Hart of Washington

County New York, sold 77 17/100 acres in Section 12, which

belongs to Group I, to Isaac Merritt for $1,000.00, $13.00 an

acre.119 Yet, in the same year, he sold 90 14/100 acres in

Section 6, which belongs to Group II, to Joseph Merritt for

$100.00, $1.11 per an acre.120 Among sales of the researched

samples the most expensive lot was a case of Mccamly Hart,

$13.00 per an acre in Section 12 of Group I. The cheapest sale

was a case of John Harris of Saratoga, New York, also in 1837.

Harris sold 160 acres in Section 28 of Group II to.James Arnis

for $100.00, $0.63 per an acre.121

There were basically four different tactics used for land

speculation. To avoid the limitation of the 160-acre-purchase,

speculators would purchased the land in different sections,

less than 160 acres for each plot, when the purchase occurred

in a same day. Augustus Rawson from Ontario county, New York,

purchased a total of 204 acres on October 1, 1934. Yet, the

purchase was performed in two different sections—160 acres in

Section 13 and 44 acres in section 14, which are actually

located next to each other- and, by doing this, Harris could

avoid 160-acres-restriction. However, when Rawson sold the

land two years later to Rufus Sweet, Rawson sold it as a one,

big lot and received $4.00 per an acre. Considering that the

average price of the out-of-railway-sections was $2.75, we can
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tell that Rawson had an advantage of having his property in

a big chunk.123

Second way to avoid 160-acres-restriction was to purchase

the land in different days in different sections. Josiah

Goddard, one of few speculators from Michigan had purchased

a total of 615 acres in seven times from June 16 to September

25, 1835. None of seven purchases exceeded 160 acres a time.

Goddard sold 40 acres of his land in Section 9 two month after

of his purchase to Jason Moyer for $5.00 an acre.133

The third way to avoid a 160-acres-restriction was to

purchase the land while reporting a residence in a different

place. Henry Morgan of Cayugu County, New York purchased 149

acres in Section 5 on July 18, 1836. On the same day, he also

purchased 160 acres in Section 6. The "Certificate of

Purchase" shows that both lots were purchased by the same

person: Henry Morgan of Cayuga County of New York. Yet in the

land Track Book, it is recorded that a lot in Section 5 was

sold to Henry Morgan.of Cayuga County whereas a lot in.Section

6 was sold to Henry Morgan of Otsego County of new York.”‘

The forth way to avoid 160-acre-restriction and was to

register someone else's name. In most cases, names of the

members of the family, such as those of children and wives,

were used. However, there also was a case in which the land

was registered.tola local residence even though.the real owner

is someone who was living in the east. A typical example must

be Bradely Moorehouse's case. Bradely Moorehouse of Saratoga
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County, New York purchased 160 acres in.Section 27 on.June 22,

1835. Next day he purchase 240 acres in Section 35 and

registered 80 acres to Jared Palmer of Cass county, Michigan

and 160 acres to Henry Voorhees of Montgomery County, New

York. It is unknown who these people were and what kind of

relationship Moorehouse had with them. The only thing which

is clear is that names for the same lot in the registration

differ from those in the "Certificate of Purchase". Also, when

the land was sold to Mccamly Royall in 1836, the sale was

performed by Moorehouse instead of Palmer and Voorhees.126

Other than using these primary tactics of purchase, there

still occurred purchases of granted lands in a massive amount.

There were 6 cases when one purchase was performed in the

amount of more than 160 acres. It is unknown how they could

avoid lSO-acres-restriction and not only bought but also

registered the land to their own names legally. Interestingly,

all six people were living in New England or New York: John

Guernsey_of Dutchess, New York: Mccamly Hart of Washington

New York: James Powell of Livingston New York: Zacheus Toby

of Otsego New York: William White of Chatagu, New York: and

Horace Wright of Hampshire, Massachusetts.

Out of 49 people who purchased more than 160 acres by

1836, 33 people shows an evidence of sales of the land by

1848.1” Whether the other 16 investors had sold the land or

actually had moved into the area after 1848 is questionable.

The sales of the land in Battle Creek from 1836 to 1848 was
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so actively dominated by few people. Sands McCamly* and Josiah

Goddard of Calhoun County, Michigan, John Guernsey of Dutchess

New York, Mccamly Hart of Washington County, New York, Merritt

brothers and Moorehouse brothers from Saratoga New York,

Almon Whitcomb from Chittenden, Vermont, and Wright brothers

from Hamshire, Massachusetts are the names that shows active

sales in the Record of Deeds.127

By the 1840's, promoters and railway financiers

discovered that isolated lands had an intensive value that

they could extract even before their railroads gave them any

market value. Since this study was done only for a quarter of

Battle Creek, it also shows only a quarter of the possible-

total volume of land speculation. Therefore, it could very

well be that land speculation in Battle Creek area was even

more active than account shows. It became more active between

1850 and 1872 when the federal government gave an empire of

land to promoters who promised to build railroads across the

sparsely settled territory of the West. While Congress

dispensed over 100,000,000 acres of the public domain, state

and local governments provided an additional $280,000,000 in

cash or credit-about 30 percent of the total capitalization

of railroads- in the decades preceding the Civil War.128

W

Railroad companies themselves made profit in various

ways: railroad construction and land speculation in its early
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stage of building, and high dividend rate with earnings from

the road, and the low tax during its golden age as a major

transportational system. We have already seen that it cost

virtually nothing to the railroad companies to construct

railroads. The land for railroad construction was granted by

either state or federal governments and railroad companies

performed a role as a real estate company as well. Most mid-

western land-grant railroad were anxious to dispose of their

lands as quickly as possible. They needed money immediately.

It also was advantageous to have the lands in the hands of

resident farmers producing the freight and passengers

essential to a company's financial success.u°

Rapid increase of popularity of railroad as a means of

transportation, both for passengers and freight, brought

higher earnings to railroad companies and stockholders. The

legislature of Michigan assures that no dividend of railroad

companies should be recurred greater than the rate of eight

per cent.”0 However, as Table 3 shows, the Michigan Central

Railroad provided higher rate of dividends to its stockholders

than the legislature allowed. Since the majority of

stockholders were those who owned the company, these

stockholders actually gained double profits: earnings as an

owner of the company and dividends as a stockholder.

Despite of the high rates of dividends, railroad

companies still enjoyed tax benefits. They were exempted from

both state and federal taxes during the early stages. In 1846,
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Table 3. Percentages of Dividends for the Michigan Central

Railroad

Year Dixidendslil

1847 a -

1848 b 8

1849 8

1850 8

1851 9

1852 14

1853 8

1854 8

1856 6

1866-67 C 10

68 10

69 10

70 d 9.60

71 8.37

72 8.55

73 6.10

74 6.04

Sources 2 a e

b.

c.

d.

Michigan Central Railroad Company, Annual

Reports vol., 1-19, (1847-1865), recited from

Parks. Democrasxls_3ailread§ (1972) p- 112-

Through April 1847. Seven months converted to a

twelve month rate.

Poor, Manual (1877-78), p. 301

Bailread_§azette (1886). p- 25
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‘the Michigan Central Railroad paid to the state an annual tax

of one-half of one per cent. Also, property and effects of the

ZMdchigan Central Railroad, whether real, personal, or mixed,

‘were exempt from every other tax, charge and exaction.m IDl

1857, the Michigan Central Railroad was paying one per cent

to the state, based upon the value of the road and its

equipment and appurtenances of whatever kind. The laws of

Michigan said "it shall be lawful for the legislature of this

State, in their discretion, after ten years, to impose upon

either or each of said railroad companies the payment of a

further tax upon the gross of total earnings of such road of

not exceeding two per cent."”3

Whether the Michigan Central Railroad had paid a tax more

than two per cent after 1867 is unknown. There at least is no

evidence of tax raise for the Michigan Central Railroad shown

in the Public Act until 1880. Even if we apply the maximum.two

per cent of tax to the Michigan Central Railroad, it still was

lower than those tax rates that other businesses had to pay

at the time. The average tax rate for’business in Battle Creek

was 3 per cent in 1865.133

A two per cent tax rate is relatively low when it is

compared with the other major industries which had

stockholders, such as mining companies. In 1865, specific

taxes for corporations and chartered companies engaged in the

business of mining, smelting, or refining ores in the state

of Michigan were established. The Legislature of 1865 reads:
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. . . every such corporation and chartered company

engaged in iron mining, shall pay a tax of one and

one-half cents for each ton of ore or mineral

obtained and exported from this State before being

smelted or refined: pig, bloom or other iron

manufactured in this State, shall be free from

specific tax, except upon the capital stock: every

such corporation and chartered company engaged in

coal mining, shall pay a tax of one-half cent for

each ton of coal obtained by such corporation of

chartered company, in such mining business.1

The specific tax rate for mining industries does not show

any evidence of changes in the Public Act either until 1880.

Therefore, if we apply the tax rate of the Michigan Central

Railroad of 1857 and that of mining companies of 1865 to

1880's figure, the coal mining company paid a 4.6 per cent

tax while the Michigan Central Railroad still paid a 2 per

cent tax to the state government.’” (see Table 4).

Table 4. Tax Rates of the Mining Companies in 1880

Mining W

Coal a 4.3

Iron b 2.3

Net Profit = Value of Total Product - Total Capital (real

and personal) invested - Total Wages

Sources: a. :

b. Ibid., pp. 44-45.

The increase of the benefits of railroad as an economic

component for railroad companies and their bondholders

paralleled with the development of railroads. During the first

years of railroad operation, most railways had much higher
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passenger than freight revenues. At the beginning people, even

railroad executives, were skeptical about its efficiency. Most

of the first enterprises expected to make their profits

largely by carrying passengers, by serving small localities,

and by serving as feeders to waterways. In New York

legislature, it is said, "... in regard to the construction

and maintenance and also in reference to the expense of

conveyance at moderate velocities, canals are clearly the most

advantageous means of communication. On the other hand, where

high ‘velocities are required, as for the conveyance of

passengers, and under some circumstances of competition, for

light goods of great value, in proportion of their weight, the

preference would be given to a railroad."”° .

However, by 1850 passenger and freight revenues were

about equal onumost railroads and.by the eve of the Civil War,

freight receipts exceeded passenger receipts. This trend

accelerated after the Civil War as the nation experienced its

rapid industrialization. For example, during 1864-65, a total

mileage for passengers was 68,338,876 while that for freight

was 72,937,319. But, during 1869-70, a total mileage of

freight jumped to 132,903,174, almost double the total mileage

of passengers which was 70,155,418.“7

The amount of freight railroad carried not only exceeded

that of passengers but also that of freight carried by boats.

In 1851-1852, boats carried six times as much freight as

railroads; in 1880-1890 railroads carried five times as much
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freight as boats.”8

In its early stage, people expected railroads to be

transportation.of local use rather’than that.of long distance.

But, railroads again changed the general belief as they

developed their role as a transportation for through traffic

rather than that of domestic trip. This was more significant

in freight traffic than in passenger traffic. As early as 1860

the amount of through transportation versus carried by U.S.

domestic was more than double in freight and more than four

times in passenger.139

It is interesting to see the character of passenger and

freight the Michigan Central Railroad carried. As a

transportational system in the frontier field, the Michigan

Central Railroad carried more passengers westward, while it

carried more freight eastward. But, as the frontier was

closing, we can see the decrease in west-bound passenger

traffic, as we see in Table 5.

Table 5. Mileage for Passengers and Freights

. 18.6.6 19.7.2
1

through east 16,475,692 14,867,968

west 30,684,496 22,946,064

Total 47,160,188 37,814,032

Local 46,072,242 41,870,042

Tgn_mile§

through east 387,015,495 332,767,450

through west 168,031,830 85,157,565

Total 555,047,325 417,925,015

Local 165,972,088 130,128,692

Source: Bailread_§azette (1880). p. 245-
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Contrary to the general belief, rail freight rates were

much higher than the combined tolls plus freight rates on the

canal.“0 Also, the rates of passengers and freight were

applied differently, depending on what direction they were

heading. The Michigan Central Railroad shows a higher rate

for the westward than the eastward in its through traffic. The

difference in rates was larger in freight traffic than

passenger traffic. There was a high competition in the

shipments made from Buffalo to Chicago and the competing

points between, which forces the rates down to almost nothing

for freight.“1 The Report from the Director of the Michigan

Central Railroad shows a difficulty in balancing traffic in

each direction.

Doubtless, the traffic received from the Michigan

Central forms by far'the largest.part of the traffic

which the Great Western delivers to the New York

Central and the Erie at. Suspension Bridge and

Buffalo, and vise versa. . . it is virtually dependent

upon the New York Central for an outlet to New

England...it could not so well transfer its Boston

and New England shipments from the New York Central,

and it would have no other connection to Chicago

than the Michigan Central. The sum of it is that the

Michigan Central and the New York Central are

indispensable to the Great WEstern, or nearly so,

but the Great Western isn't...through the New York

Central especially, it may be very useful, chiefly

by reason of the Milwaukee business to New York

which it will command.“’

Table 6 shows a difference in rates between the westward and

the eastward.
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Table 6. Average Rates per Mile between Chicago and Buffalo,

1879

W freight

through

eastward 2.31 0.599

westward 2.28 0.548

legal

eastward 2.75 1.520

westward 2.74 2.049

Rate in Dollars

Source: Ballrgad_§aaatta (1879), p. 277.

The inequality of the fare did not lie only between

westward and eastward traffic. Both passengers and freight had

to pay higher rate for local traffic than for through traffic.

Table 6 also shows the evidence that passengers and freight

for local traffic had to pay higher rate than through traffic.

In 1879, a total number of through passengers occupied 50.6%

of the traffic while that of local passenger occupied 49.4%.

However the Michigan Central Railroad made 41.5% of their

earnings from through passenger traffic while local passengers

made up the other 58.5%.“3 A

Both agriculture and industry developed in previously

unsettled or sparsely settled regions because the railroads

promised to provide cheap transportation. But, rates got so

high that goods could not shipped to market. People in Battle

Creek had to pay higher rates for less service. Again we are

indebted to Brooks for this description of the unfair rate

which inhabitants of Battle Creek had to pay:

For example, take the rates of the passenger tariff

established by the proper authorities of this State

as soon as this road was in condition to invite the
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travel from Chicago, via this inland. By those rates

the Illinois passenger was enabled to travel over

this road from Kalamazoo to Detroit at a less change

or cost than the Michigan passenger could from

Battle Creek to Detroit, a much less distance. Or

the Chicago passenger was carried from Kalamazoo to

Detroit for $3.00, while the passenger from

Kalamazoo was charged for the same distance $4.40,

and this arrangement for "through" travel, being the

only one that could succeed, was widely made as

beneficial to the revenues of the road, and to the

State at the large by inducing travel and business

through its territory.“‘

People who resided between major points paid higher rates

than those who lived in transportational centers, despite

their shorter distance to destinations. Where a railroad was

the only means of conveyance, it could charge what.the traffic

would bear, without restraint. In those areas where there was

no competition with water-routes, or with other railroads made

to pay the fixed charges, therates for competitive businesses

would little more than pay train and station expenses.“5

In mid 1870's, with high competition among railroads for

the area between New York and Chicago, railroad companies

started decreasing their fares. Average rates received per ton

and per passenger decreased steadily. Table 7 shows a steady

decrease in average rate of the Michigan Central Railroad.

Table 7. Average Rate for Freight and Passengers

Year Tenzmilee 821.3ete Eeeeenger_milee Axi_8ete

1875-76 396,046,422 1.030 86,848,899 2.67

1876-77 473,837,807 0.880 93,830,515 2.67

1877 446,708,939 0.982 89,805,454 2.36

1878 548,053,707 0.848 79,684,072 2.41

1789 721,019,413 0.692 93,232,430 2.21

Rate in Dollars

Source: Eeilreed_§eeette (1880). p- 245-
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Yet, there is little evidence that the decrease in rates

had damaged the profits of the company as well as their

stockholders. Freight movement was greatly stimulated by the

lower rates. The increase in through movement being more than

14 percent. Director's Report of the Michigan Central

Railroads reads:

The total traffic was about 7 percent greater than

the previous year, but the reduction in rates was

such that there was a decrease of three and half

percent in gross earnings. This loss was overcome

by a decrease of working expenses. For example, the

average through freight rate was 0.81 cent per ton

per mile, whereas the average expense was 0.721 cent

per ton per mile. Therefore, actually net earnings

were a trifle greater and investors in the east did

not lose any of their benefits.“°

Again in 1880, Michigan Central Railroad still provided

a 8 per cent of dividend rate.147 Director of the Michigan

Central Railroad stated that stockholders had seen a steady

gain in dividends. He said:

It is true that numerous leased branches in Michigan

did not earn their rentals: but the traffic has all

the time grown faster than fixed charges, so that

but for the great reduction in rates, the losses on

account of these causes could have been met and

dividends still have been maintained.“8

After a long railroad war, railroad companies began to

compromise instead of competing with each other by

consolidating and arranging some of their routes. By these

actionslof'the railroad.companies, the public again lost their

advantage of low rates from competition. In 1878, the Michigan

Central and the lake Shore and Michigan Southern, under the
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new administration of the Vanderbilt group, made arrangements

by which competition between them would be avoided for the

larger part of their local traffic. It reads:

The basis of the division is the traffic actually

obtained by the roads respectively in the years 1876

and 1877, the Lake Shore from Chicago to Toledo

being taken as the equivalent of the Michigan

Central between Chicago and Detroit. if either road

receives more than the proportion of the business

which it got in 1876 and 1877, it will be permitted

to retain one-half of the earnings from it, as an

allowance for the cost of carriage. This will be in

most cases less than the actual cost, and will take

away chief motive for working to divert business

from.one road.to another, so that it may'be expected

hereafter to divide itself naturally. 9



IV. Conclusion

This study is an attempt to examine the relationship

between the local economy and the eastern interest from the

western point of view. The region of the study is limited in

northeast, New England and.New York, and Michigan. During the

mid nineteenth century, Michigan was not well known to the

South.yet for a source of investment. Also, there*was a strong

"geographical psychology" that the Southerners felt more

comfortable with southwest, such as Arizona and Texas, than

northwest, such as Michigan and Illinois. This is why the

South, even though there were southern capitalists who were

looking for investment, is excluded. The study of a single

program of public works in a single state cannot offer

sweeping reinterpretations of the history of either

transportation or eastern investment. Nonetheless, since

Michigan shared so many aspects of its development with other

western states, it would at least be able to show a pattern

of the development of local economy.

First, it is true that Michigan farmers were better off

than most midwestern farmers and more diversified in their

72
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choices for transportation. So, railroad rates were less

oppressive in Michigan than they were in the most westerly

states . 15° Even though there even was an attempt, such as the

Michigan Grange, to support greater state control and

protection from unreasonable rates, it did not pursue those

goals with the well-organized or virulent opposition that was

characteristic of their fellows in. Wisconsin, Illinois,

Minnesota, and Iowa.161

Second, land grants provided a key element to the

importance of Michigan railroads. Their adoption was sought

not only by the people of the West and the newer parts of the

South, but also by the people of the manufacturing East.152

In fact, conspiracies from the close connection of railroad

companies with political power became so severe, the public

started voicing their concerns for the matter. The editor of

Railroad Gazette described his concern about the matter:

That a certain number of the United States Senators should be

found resisting the bill to prohibit members of the Senate

from acting as railroad attorneys is only an outcome of the

influences which got them their positions... If it cannot be

drawn, what is to prevent the Senate in some future event

becoming“ simply' the battle-ground of two or' more rival

railroads, in which the road with the largest pocket,’

retaining the largest number of senators in its employ, will

be the winner?153
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A third key element in Michigan Railroad history was the

stock speculator, who used borrowed money in a search for

short-run returns. This figure might come closest in reality

to the "pure" type of opportunistic investor. The

developmental investor, on the other hand, was more likely to

commit himself only when he had the opportunity to participate

in entrepreneurial decisions that would influence the

productiveness of his investment.“‘

Fourth, difference in railroad charges affected the local

economy for towns located between two major transportation

points. High rates could bring economic blight to a region

just as surely as low rates could bring prosperity. The

prosperity of the merchant depended in large upon the volume

of the commerce in his home port and upon the trade carried

by his ships and distributed from his own warehouse.“‘

Yet, local business at the intermediate points had even

less power to resist against railroad discriminatory charges

even though they were the one who suffered most. Most of the

local business at intermediate points, such as those in Battle

Creek, were so small that this alone could not support the

road, no matter how high the rates were made. As a result,

businessmen in intermediate points relied completely on the

railroad authorities, because it was impossible to find any

other means of transportation equally good and cheap.

Also, other than the high rate of railroads, local

farmers also had to suffer'with a low rate of compensation for
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their livestock from railroad companies. The local farmers

‘were paid only half of the market value of livestock killed

by the railroad. Yet, when the farmers retaliated, they were

brought to trial, where they received jail sentence.“6

What Westerners suspected at the beginning of the private

capitalization of railroads, came true. Many Westerners

suspected that the concentrations of the capital in railroad

system.might somehow be used to determine the course of local

development. People of Michigan, as well as those in other

states, tried as hard as they could to prevent the

monopolization of railroads. However, it failed. It failed

because main capital, invested in Michigan railroads came from

the outside financiers. It failed because Michigan could net

restrain monopolization of the railroad company with its local

capital. Due to the lack of entrepreneur skills and

organization, as well as the absorption of local capital in

numerous other local opportunities, interests for local

residents often ignored.167

It failed, most of all, because the main intention of

railroads was not to provide services for the benefits of the

people in Michigan. As sydney Dillon has argued, railroads

contributed to the development of the local towns as well as

a whole nation. There is little doubt about that. However,

this study shows that the development of local towns in the

west was not a major intention of the eastern-capital

railroads at all. Examples of this study, such as decision-
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:makings in where to build the railroad-track, unfair

applications in fare for local residents, prove that the

policy making of the railroad company did not rely on the

benefits for the local residents at all.

Different from the general belief, railroads, built by

the eastern capitalists, contributed little to the development

of local interests. Eastern capitalists, such as Forbes,

involved in the railroad business for the benefit of personal

interests rather than with a patriotic or frontier enthusiasm.

If local economy developed with the arrival of railroads,

that was an unintentional side-effects of railroads as the

private enterprise. Railroads, in its early stage of building,

therefore, should be interpreted as a beneficiary factor to

the eastern capitalists rather than to local residents of the

West.
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